
Representation-Invariant LatentSpaces for Robot Video Learning
Description
The prediction quality of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) varies greatly depend-ing on the representation of the data they are trained on. Additionally, itcan be very di�cult to translate between di�erent representations, even if theycontain similar information. As an example, the top part of Figure 1 showsboth a human and a robot arm pushing an object to a certain target posi-tion. While both contain roughly the same semantic information (‘the object ispushed towards the target position’), their representations are quite di�erent.

Figure 1: How can we integrate human demonstrations into a Reinforcement Learn-ing framework [3]?
Motivated by the vast amount of videos available online, this project aims to useDNNs for a Reinforcement Learning agent that is able to e�ciently learn from hu-man video demonstrations. We will use recent advancements in Transfer Learning(see e.g., [4]) and Representation Learning [1] to develop a representation-invariant
latent space, i.e., some hidden layer of the network that contains useful informationabout the data regardless of its input representation. For example, a first step couldbe to train a Variational Auto Encoder [2] jointly on di�erent representations andshape its latent space by requiring that provided data pairings map to the same pointin this space (c.f. [3]). This latent space will then be used to learn from demonstra-tions in both simulated and physical robot tasks.Tasks

• Literature Review: Get familiar with existing transfer learning approaches andcommon extensions of VAEs.• Architecture Design: Develop a novel DNN architecture or training regime forlatent spaces suitable for teaching robots from videos.• Evaluation: Evaluate the new approach on simulated and real robot tasks.References
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